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Dumbed Down Density
A leading environmental publication raises the question about
whether initiatives in urban density really mean that the
environment is being “co-opted for marketing purposes.” Writing
in E Magazine, researchers Sally Deneen and Brian Howard
suggest that packing more houses on the land base without
ensuring that they conform to leading edge environmental
building practices does not necessarily lead to a greener
world. This is
“cramming people into
important when
neighbourhoods in order to
it is recognized
counter the environmental effects that in America
(and presumably
of transportation may have
Canada with its
exactly the opposite effect”
colder climate)
buildings put out about one third of the country’s greenhouse
gases, more than the automobile sector. On this basis, it may be
that cramming people into neighbourhoods in order to counter
the environmental effects of transportation may have exactly the
opposite effect.
Increasingly, environmental leaders are looking towards green
building codes and technologies as a more effective approach to
addressing climate change than simply rezoning for density. The
authors see three factors driving this shift in approach. These
include rising energy prices, growing public commitment to
the environment and increasing health care costs. On the health
front, they point out that people spend 90 per cent of their time
in buildings where poor air quality standards can aggravate
allergies and asthma.

Too much eco-density can be ego-dumb

Building new housing stock that meets LEED standards won’t
come cheaply. The magazine Business Week profiled a residence
that it called “the greenest
“in Seattle...people with low
house on the planet”,
located in Santa Monica,
income or no income can
California. The home,
rent green units for just over
owned by Steven Glenn,
$300 per month”
earned the highest possible
LEED rating in the platinum category. Glenn has a company that
sells prefab homes based on the concept. The price comes in at
US $300 per square foot, significantly higher than traditional high
density environmentally hostile housing.
Continued on Page 16...

Taking The Lead
Crowded Cities,
Declining Health
A report by the Worldwatch Institute noted that with 49
per cent of the world population living in cities in 2005,
humanity is on the threshold of having more people in
cities than in rural areas for the first time in history. It finds
that each year over 60 million people are added to city
populations, noting that most of this occurs in low income
settlements in developing countries.

“one billion people
crowded into urban
slums...a commentary
on...densification”

Of the three billion people
who live in cities today,
about one billion live in
slums which are defined
in the report as areas
without such basic necessities as clean water, nearby toilets
or durable housing. The more than one billion people
crowded into urban slums serve as a commentary on the
impact of densification.
While some cities are dabbling in exotic environmental
experiments, such as the city of Rizhao, China which
has installed solar powered traffic lights, the majority of
densified, slum-ridden cities continue to struggle with
fundamental issues of human health and safety as the
problem escalates.

In the northeastern United States, eight of the most populous
states have signaled impatience with the refusal of the White
House to limit carbon dioxide emissions. They did so by signing
a pact that would cap emissions and then allow the trading of
these carbon dioxide emissions in 2009. Under the agreement,
power plants that emit more heat-trapping carbon dioxide than
prescribed limits would be
“a tendency by governments
able to buy credits from
to use the environment or
cleaner power plants. The
energy crises as a means to
proceeds in each state
plump general revenues”
will go to the government.
Unlike previous money collecting schemes by governments world
wide, these dollars would go into investments in energy saving
technology. A frequent criticism of similar programs has been
a tendency by governments to use the environment or energy
crises as a means to plump general revenues and spend money
in a manner that has nothing to do with either issue.
The states involved, if treated as one country, would rank seventh
in the world in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, behind
Germany but ahead of Canada and Britain.
Proponents indicate confidence that short term increases in
household electricity bills will be more than offset within a decade
by savings derived from technological innovation.

